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Section #1
prohibition of:

ANIMAL CRUELTY
“Only the flesh with the life
thereof, which is the blood
thereof, shall you not eat.”
Genesis 9:4

I

NTRO

Eat the limb of a live animal? Sound crazy? Believe it or not, this barbaric
feeding frenzy was once common practice. In fact, certain less civilized
locals on the globe today, participate in this disgusting activity regularly
for either delight or tribal ritual. The ravenous desire for the pleasure
and power contained in live meat is not completely a thing of the past.
While most people are repulsed to even think of the idea; one should be
careful in choosing his meat purchases. Often animals are stunned and
not fully dead, before they begin to be prepared for packaging. Certain
types of sea-food such as crabs or lobster (of which Jews are forbidden
from completely) are frequently oven-ready before they die.
G-d permits us to eat meat; but, makes clear that compassion toward
animals is key. When caring for our animals, we must even feed them
first. For a Jew to eat meat, it must undergo ritual slaughter, and be
soaked and salted to remove all blood. A non-Jew isn't obligated in these
complexities, yet is forewarned that animals too, deserve to be treated
with respect.

Torah is filled with the emphasis that mankind strive for peace, not only
amongst themselves, but within the animal kingdom as well. By acting
humanely even to animals; love, peace, and tranquility are more deeply
permeated into the world.

Love of all creatures is also love of God,
for whoever loves the One,
loves all the works that He has made.
When one loves God, it is impossible
not to love His creatures.
Maharal of Prague
Nesivos Olam, Ahavas HaRe'i, 1

...“tender mercies are over all His works.”
Psalms 145:9

Everything was created for a reason; therefore, it is
forbidden to kill any creature unnecessarily
Zohar II, Yisro, 93b.

The Torah mentions not killing a mother together with
young, and also when taking eggs from a nest; to shew
away the mother bird, partially because:

As far as pain is concerned, there is
no real distinction between the pain
of humans and the pain of animals,
because the love and compassion
of the mother for her young is not
reasoned intellectually, but has
only to do with emotions and instincts,
which are found among animals
no less than among human beings.
Maimonidies, Guide to the Perplexed Ch. 48

Mercy is a most praiseworthy trait. It is one of the Thirteen Attributes
ascribed to the Holy One, blessed be He. One must also show mercy and
compassion toward animals, for it is forbidden to cause animals suffering.
Concerning this the Torah states:

“You shall not see your brother's donkey or
his sheep collapsing on the road and hide yourself
from them; you shall surely help him lift them up”
Deuteronomy 22:4
and

one must feed his animal before he feeds himself
Talmud Brachos 40a
Orchos Tzaddikim, Sha'ar HaRachamim

Moses, our teacher, was chosen to lead
the Jewish people out of Egypt, because of
his compassion to animals:

While our teacher Moses was tending
the sheep of Jethro in the wilderness;
a lamb ran away from him. He ran after
her until she reached Hasuah, where
she came upon a pool of water and
drank. When Moses reached her he said,
"I did not know that you were running
because you were thirsty. You must be tired."
He placed her on his shoulder and began to walk.
The Holy One, blessed be He, said,
"You are compassionate in leading flocks
belonging to mortals; I swear you will
similarly shepherd my flock, Israel."
Midrash Exodus Rabbah 2:2

A righteous man has regard
for the life of his beast
Proverbs 12:10

Section #2-

ESTABLISHING
COURTS OF JUSTICE
“Appoint for yourselves judges, and
officers in all your gates, which
the L-rd, your G-d, gives you, tribe
by tribe; and they shall judge the
people with righteous judgment.”
Deuteronomy 16:18

I

NTRO

We have gone over in some depth, the six prohibitions. The final piece of
the Noahide code, launches the system of enforcement. We are required,
both on a national and local level, to set up courts, to implement the
observance of the laws.
These edicts are like the road signs of life. While superficially, they may
seem to slow one down from doing whatever it is he wants to; they, in
truth, provide a smooth and safe method of operation, so everyone can
function maximally, and in harmony.
Although this final law is a societal command; one participates in it
personally, by voting against bills, judges, and politicians whose ethics
run contrary to Noah's universal ethics.

“Righteousness, righteousness,
shall you pursue.”
Deuteronomy 16:20

Indeed, our government has a long tradition
of explicit affirmation of faith in G-d, as is
evidenced on our currency, upon which is
printed the words "In G-d We Trust."
Similarly, Congress opens each session
with a prayer to the Almighty.
Surely these expressions of faith in G-d
have never offended any of the diverse
religious beliefs represented by the
people, and have never, in the course
of our country's history, threatened
government interference or the
establishment of a state religion.
The Lubavitcher Rebbe
Rabbi Menachem M. Schneerson

“Our Constitution was made only
for a moral and religious people.
It is wholly inadequate to the
government of any other.”
John Quincy Adams
6th President of the United States

“Happiness and moral duty
are inseparably connected.”
George Washington

"Good government generally begins
in the family, and if the moral character
of a people; once degenerate, their political
character must soon follow."
Elias Boundinot
deligate to Continental Congress

The care of human life and happiness,
and not their destruction, is the first
and only object of good government.
Thomas Jefferson

In reference to the Seven Laws of Noah, the U.S.Congress yearly resolves
and the President signs and endorses a proclamation; stating:

“without these ethical values and principles the edifice of
civilization stands in serious peril of returning to chaos”
EDUCATION DAY U.S.A
Public Law 102-14, H.J. Res 104
102nd Congress of the United States of America
March 5, 1991
Whereas Congress recognizes the historical tradition of ethical values and principles which are the
basis of civilized society and upon which our great Nation was founded;
Whereas these ethical values and principles have been the bedrock of society from the dawn of
civilization, when they were known as the Seven Noahide Laws;
Whereas without these ethical values and principles the edifice of civilization stands in serious peril of
returning to chaos;
Whereas society is profoundly concerned with the recent weakening of these principles that has
resulted in crises that beleaguer and threaten the fabric of civilized society;
Whereas the justified preoccupation with these crises must not let the citizens of this Nation lose sight
of their responsibility to transmit these historical ethical values from our distinguished past to the
generations of the future;
Whereas the Lubavitch movement has fostered and promoted these ethical values and principles
throughout the world;
Whereas Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, leader of the Lubavitch movement, is universally
respected and revered and his eighty-ninth birthday falls on March 26, 1991;
Whereas in tribute to this great spiritual leader, "the Rebbe," this, his ninetieth year will be seen as one
of "education and giving," the year in which we turn to education and charity to return the world to the
moral and ethical values contained in the Seven Noahide Laws; and
Whereas this will be reflected in an international scroll of honor signed by the President of the United
States and other heads of state: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress
assembled, That March 26, 1991, the start of the ninetieth year of Rabbi Menachem Schneerson, leader
of the worldwide Lubavitch movement, is designated as Education Day U.S.A The President is
requested to issue a proclamation calling upon the people of the United States to observe such day with
appropriate ceremonies and activities.
Approved March 20, 1991.
Signed by George Bush,
President of the United States of America

bonus components
1 "To appoint judges and officers in each and every community."

"Appoint judges and officers in all your gates"
Deuteronomy 16:18
2 "To treat the litigants equally before the law."

"With righteousness, judge your neighbor"
Leviticus 19:15
3 "To inquire diligently into the testimony of a witness."

"Then you shall inquire, search, and ask diligently"
Deuteronomy 13:15
4 "Against the wanton miscarriage of justice by the court."

"You shall do no unrighteousness in judgment"
Leviticus 19:15
5 "Against the judge accepting a bribe or gift from a litigant."

"And you shall take no bribe"
Exodus 23:8
6 "Against the judge showing marks of honor to but one litigant."

"Nor honor an important person"
Leviticus 19:15
7 "Against the judge acting in fear of a litigant's threats."

"You shall not be afraid because of any man"
Deuteronomy 1:17
8 "Against the judge, out of compassion, favoring a poor litigant."

"You shall not favor a poor man in his cause"
Exodus 23:3

9 "Against the judge discriminating against the litigant because he is a sinner."

"You shall not pervert the judgment of the needy in his cause"
Exodus 23:6
10 "Against the judge, out of softness, putting aside the penalty of a mauler or killer."

"And your eye shall not have pity"
Deuteronomy 19:21
11 "Against the judge discriminating against a stranger or an orphan."

"You shall not pervert the judgment of the stranger or thhe orphan"
Deuteronomy 24:17
12 "Against the judge hearing one litigant in the absence of another."

"You shall not raise a false report"
Exodus 23:1
13 "Against appointing a judge who lacks knowledge of the Law."

"Do not respect persons in judgment"
Deuteronomy 1:17
14 "Against incrimination by circumstantial evidence."

"And the innocent and righteous you shall not slay"
Exodus 23:7
15 "Against anyone taking the law into his own hands to kill the perpetrator of a capital
crime."

"The murderer shall not die until he stands before the congregation in
judgment"
Numbers 35:12
16 "To testify in court."

"And he is witness, whether he has seen or known of it"
Leviticus 5:1
17 "Against testifying falsely."

"You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor"
Exodus 20:13

Section #3SUPPLIMENTARY ARTICLES
Why are we not vegetarians?
By Aron Moss
chabad.org
I have the utmost respect for anyone who chooses not to eat meat out of concern for animal
welfare. And there have been some who have suggested that this is in keeping with Judaism's
ideals (although all agree that Judaism allows eating meat).
But there is another way of looking at it, a more spiritual angle, that indicates that eating meat
is not just an accommodation to human desire, but has a holy purpose.
The Talmud teaches that the reason Adam and Eve were created after all other creatures was to
teach them a dual lesson: humans can be either the pinnacle of creation, or its lowest life-form.
If they act appropriately, then everything was created just to serve them; but if they debase
themselves, then they should remember that "even a flea preceded you."
The human being is the only creature with free choice. This means we can either work on
ourselves and become better than our nature, or abuse our gifts and become worse. Only a
human can be generous, kind, selfless and act higher than his or her instincts; and only a human
can be cruel, destructive and murderous. (Although sometimes animals do what seem like acts
of kindness or destruction, they are invariably just following their instinct for survival -- there
is no altruism or malice in their actions.)
When we use our freedom to act in a kind, holy and selfless way, we are the highest life form,
and the rest of creation is there to serve us. Then, by eating other creatures we are in fact
elevating them to places where they couldn't go by themselves.
For example, if I eat a tomato, and then expend the energy that that tomato gave me in
performing an act of kindness, the tomato has become a partner in my action, thus making the
world a better place -- something a tomato can't do on its own.
On the other hand, if I use my energy only to further selfish goals, or to oppress or inflict harm,
then what right do I have to eat a tomato? The tomato never hurt anybody, and by eating it and
causing harm I am corrupting an innocent tomato!
This is why Judaism doesn't see eating animals as necessarily being cruel. In fact, it could even
be cruel not to eat animals, because you are robbing them of a chance to serve a higher purpose
(unless of course it is for health reasons). However if you yourself are not living a life of
purpose, then it is just as cruel to eat a tomato as a chicken!
If the physical world is your only reality, then you have reason to feel guilty when you
consume other life forms. But when you see the spiritual world as just as real (if not more),
then even eating can become holy.

Why was Adam not allowed to eat meat?
by Mrs. Nechamah Dina Kumer
www.askmoses.com
Adam was prohibited to kill any animal, fish, or living creature to satisfy his
carnivorous cravings. Incidentally, there is an opinion that Adam was permitted to eat
meat from a creature that "bit the dust" all on its own.
So why from Adam until after the flood (over 1600 years!) weren't
there any saber-tooth steakhouses?
During those first ten generations, people served no significant benefit to the animals.
Humanity was justly herbivorous since the creatures of the world owed them nothing.
All that changed with Noah, who saved the animals from the flood. From then on, the
animals owed their entire existence to Noah. For this reason, G-d then permitted
Noah and his descendents to eat meat, in return for humanity's favor of saving the
animal kingdom.
Also, after the flood, things took a downward turn. The world became less supernatural
and more earthly, not many more multi-century life-spans or creatures of monolithic
proportions. That is when G-d gave humanity the option of eating meat. From Adam
until Noah, the peoples of the world could fully subsist on a vegetarian diet, but
since the flood, most human beings actually need meat for the different nutrients and
proteins it provides.
Jewish mysticism explains that as materialistic as it appears, food is really a great hiding
place for G-dliness. When we eat in a holy manner, then the G-dliness comes out of
hiding, thereby elevating both us and the food up a good few notches.
The antediluvian generations had enough spiritual nourishment eating the fruit of the
earth. Meat was added to the diet when humanity became spiritually weaker and needed
the extra "protein."
And though meat was added to the menu due to our weakness, the post-deluge peoples
were thus granted spiritual possibilities that Adam never had. We have an opportunity
that Adam did not: to transform an animal's flesh into G-dliness itself.
So, you can have your steak and eat it too.

Purpose of Animals
chabad.org
Question:
Why did G-d create so many useless animals?
With today's technological advances, tractors have replaced draft
animals and cars have replaced horse-drawn cabs. I understand that in
your days animals still played an important role in the economy, but
what importance do they have in the 21st century? Even more perplexing
to me is why G-d created animals like elephants, monkeys, and mice
which never benefited man in the first place? What is Judaism's view
on this topic?
Answer:
Although mechanized vehicles have replace animal power in industrial
cities, animal power is still the primary source of mechanical energy
for agriculture in Asia, as well as much of Africa and Latin America,
according to a report issued by the Institute for Energy and
Environmental Research. This means that billions of people are still
dependant on draft animals for food or to make a living. Today, there
are about 78 million Asian buffaloes in the workforce throughout the
world.
But what about the other animals? The Torah teaches that everything in
the world was created to benefit man, who himself was created to serve
the Creator. So what is the purpose of animals that cannot be used for
energy or for food?
This question was addressed by Maimonides some 800 years ago.
Everything under the moon, he wrote, was created to serve man. Even
animals with no apparent benefit, "from elephants to worms," are in
fact beneficial to man; we just don't realize it yet. He pointed out
that science in his day discovered previously unknown benefits in
animals and plants, and with time they will undoubtedly make more such
discoveries. The fact that some animals appear not to offer any
benefit to humans, is only because we don't yet have enough knowledge
about them.

Indeed, who could imagine back then that medical experiments on
monkeys and mice especially would be crucial to developing new
life-saving medicines?
IMPORTANCE TO MEDICINE AND ECOSYSTEMS
In a recent article on Scientific American's website, someone asked a
question similar to yours. "What is the point," he asked, "in
preserving endangered species that have no practical use to humans,
apart from their aesthetic appeal or their intellectual interest to
biologists?" In response, Thomas E. Lovejoy of the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington, D.C., noted that the term "no practical use
to humans" is inaccurate. It should be replaced by "no known practical
use given our current state of knowledge."
"One example of how this opinion can change is the Pacific Yew, which
was considered a trash tee until taxol, a compound found in its bark,
was discovered to be a powerful drug against ovarian, lung and other
cancers . . The point here is that like books in a library, species
have value (some of it practical) that may become apparent only when
they are studied closely."
Additionally, "as elements of ecosystems, species contribute to valued
ecosystem services: they may help regulate the watershed, generate
soil fertility, pollinate crops and contribute to the cycling of
water, energy and nutrients. These are important contributors to human
welfare, the value of which is becoming more recognized."
What animal is more terrifying than a crocodiles? Yet in 2000,
scientists have isolated a powerful agent in crocodile blood which
could help conquer human infections immune to standard antibiotics!
I'll close with one more quote from Scientific American: "Even animals
that humans deem insignificant because they cannot provide us with
medicine, food, etc., play a big role in the food chain. . . The less
aesthetically pleasing invertebrates also play crucial roles in the
base of the food chain, in nutrient recycling, energy flow, and so on.
Without them, we would not be here!" (Marianne Robertson, an assistant
professor of biology at Millikin University I)

The Criminal, the Litigant, and the Partner
Based on the teachings of the Lubavitcher Rebbe
Courtesy of MeaningfulLife.com
And these are the laws which you shall set before them: If you
purchase a Hebrew servant... If a man strikes his fellow with a stone
or with his fist... If a person's ox gores the ox of his fellow... If
a person gives his friend money or utensils to watch over, and they
are stolen from the [guardian's] home...
Exodus 21-22
The commandments of the Torah are commonly divided into two
categories: laws that govern the relationship "between man and G-d,"
and those that legislate the proper conduct "between man and his
fellow." Indeed, the Ten Commandments, which are an encapsulation of
the entire Torah, were inscribed on two separate tablets: one
containing commandments such as "I am the L-rd your G-d" and "Remember
the day of Shabbat," and the other proclaiming laws like "Do not kill"
and "Do not steal."
But the two categories are deeply interrelated. The Zohar states that
the divine instruction, "I am G-d your G-d... You shall have no other
gods before Me," is the essence of all 613 commandments and
prohibitions of the Torah. On the other hand, the Talmud tells the
famous story of the great sage Hillel, who told a man who asked to be
taught the entire Torah while standing on one foot: "What is hateful
to yourself, do not do to your fellow. This is the entire Torah -- the
rest is commentary."
Ultimately, there is no essential difference between the Torah's
"civil" laws and its so-called "religious" laws. A crime against man
is also a crime against G-d, and a crime against G-d is a crime
against all of His creations. A kindness to a fellow human being is a
kindness to Him who created us all and desires that we live in peace
and harmony with each other, and a positive "personal" relationship
with G-d has a positive effect on His relationship with creation as a
whole, and with each and every citizen of His world.
Chassidic teaching takes this a step further, showing how the deeper
significance of a mitzvah extends beyond its basic classification as
"between man and G-d" or "between man and man" to the other category

as well. A mitzvah whose most immediate application is of a
"ritualistic" nature is also an instruction in how to behave toward a
fellow man, and a mitzvah whose literal meaning places it squarely
within the Torah's "civil code" also addresses the internal world of
the human soul, and its mission and purpose in life.
The Ox, the Pit, Man, and Fire
Many of the Torah's civil laws are enumerated in the section of
Mishpatim (Exodus 21-24), which immediately follows the Torah's
description of the revelation at Mount Sinai. This, say our sages, is
to emphasize that "just as the previous ones are from Sinai, these,
too, are from Sinai"; that in Torah, even the most utilitarian social
law is a "mitzvah" -- a divine commandment, a revelation of divine
will.
The Talmud, which analyzes the biblical verses and deduces the laws
encoded within them, devotes its largest tractate, Nezikin, to the
civil laws of Mishpatim. Because of its size, Nezikin is subdivided
into three parts, each of which has come to be regarded as a tractate
in its own right: Bava Kamma ("First Gate"), Bava Metzia ("Middle
Gate"), and Bava Batra ("Final Gate").
Each of the three "Gates" deals with a different category of civil
law; together, they describe humanity's progress toward a more
peaceful and harmonious existence. The same is true of the spiritual
dimension of these legal tracts: each "Gate" represents a different
stage in our inner development, as the soul matures toward the
ultimate realization of its potential.
A reading of the opening lines of each of the "Gates" will serve to
illustrate the types of cases they each deal with. Bava Kamma, the
"First Gate," begins:
There are four primary classes of damages: the ox, the pit, man, and fire.
The "First Gate" goes on to discuss a person's responsibility for
these four categories of damages:
1) Damages inflicted by one's personal property (e.g., a person's ox
goring his neighbor's ox);

2) Damages caused by hazards placed in the public domain (e.g.,
digging a hole in middle of the street);
3) Damages inflicted directly by the person himself;
4) Failure to prevent damages arising from potentially dangerous
actions (e.g., a person starts a fire on his own property which
spreads to that of his neighbors).
In addition to defining the four categories of damages and the
numerous sub-categories and particular laws they each contain, Bava
Kamma also legislates the reparations and penalties for theft and
robbery. In other words, the "First Gate" of Torah's civil law deals
primarily with criminal, even violent, attacks on a fellow's property
and person, addressing the most crass form of disharmony among men.
Finders, Keepers, and Partners
The laws discussed in Bava Metzia, the "Middle Gate," include: laws
pertaining to the return of lost objects; disputes arising out of
loans, sales, and employment; and the responsibilities of the "Four
Guardians" -- the paid and unpaid bailees, the borrower, and the
renter -- for the objects entrusted to their care.
Like the first Bava, the "Middle Gate" also deals with disputes
between people. But these are, for the most part, more benign
conflicts, arising out of honest disagreement rather than malicious or
blatantly irresponsible behavior. The first law discussed in this
tractate is a case in point:
Two people are holding onto a garment. One says, "I found it," and the
other says, "I found it"...
To be sure, the laws of Bava Metzia hardly reflect the ideal in
interpersonal relations. The court's verdict inevitably satisfies but
one, and at times neither, of the claimants. But unlike the cases
discussed in the "First Gate," there are no overtly anti-civil acts
involved. Rather, in the course of their normal, day-to-day dealings,
two people find themselves in disagreement with each other. In many
cases, each party honestly believes himself to be in the right.
On the other hand, the "Final Gate," Bava Batra, includes an entirely

different genre of civil law: laws which come not to settle disputes,
but to lay the groundwork for a socially just and harmonious existence
between man and his fellow. This tractate discusses the laws outlining
property rights, neighbor relations and responsibilities, partnership,
commerce, inheritance, and charity. A case in point is Bava Batra's
first scenario:
Partners [in a courtyard] who wish to divide should build a wall in
the middle... In everything they follow the local custom. [When they
build] with uncut stones, one gives three handbreadths and the other
gives three handbreadths [of space for the wall]... With bricks, one
gives one-and-one-half handbreadths and the other gives
one-and-one-half handbreadths... Thus... the area and the stones
belong equally to both.
This law is typical of the laws that form the backbone of the "Final
Gate": its function might be to define and divide, but this is a
division desired by both parties and beneficial to them both. Indeed,
the very wall which divides them becomes a joint undertaking, linking
them and attesting to their mutual desire to live as neighbors who
respect each other's rights and privileges.
The Three Gates of History
On the cosmic-historical level, the three gates of Nezikin can be seen
as three phases in the social development of man, as a barometer of
Torah law's progressive influence upon society.
In the "First Gate," we encounter human society in a base and barbaric
state: "law" is an institution whose function is to deal with criminal
and violent behavior among its members. In the "Second Gate," we
progress from criminal to non-malicious conflict. Finally, the "Final
Gate" describes a strife-free society -- one in which the role of the
law is not to deal with dispute, but to establish guidelines for a
greater cooperation and a deeper unity in the community of man.
The three Bavot tell the story of history itself: the story of
mankind's progress toward the perfect and harmonious world of
Moshiach. As humanity learns to disarm and unite, beating the swords
of war machinery into the plowshares of aid to the needy, we near the
day when the "Final Gate" of Torah's civil and civilizing law will
forever abolish conflict and animosity from the human experience.

Between Man and G-d
As discussed above, the social mitzvot of the Torah have their
counterparts in the life of the soul. Thus, the "three gates" of
progress from barbarism to harmonious coexistence on the social level
also describe three corresponding stages in our spiritual development
and our quest for connection with G-d.
In the "First Gate," we contend with the negative forces that actively
undermine our spiritual integrity. These fall under four general
categories, corresponding to the "four primary classes of damages":
our animal lusts and desires ("the ox"); our propensity for anger and
other violent emotions ("fire"); the destructive effect of "passive"
vices such as sloth and inertia ("the pit"); and our misleadingly
sophisticated vices, which are all the more harmful because they
exploit our elevated, distinctly human talents ("man") for spiritually
destructive ends.
The "Middle Gate" describes a stage in our spiritual development at
which these overtly destructive forces have been overcome, and our
internal conflicts are of a more subtle and "civilized" nature. The
spiritual Bava Metzia deals with issues such as "finding lost
objects," and the responsibilities and privileges of the "Four
Guardians."
The Talmud defines a "fool" (shoteh -- a legal term referring to
someone who lacks the intelligence and understanding to be held
responsible for his actions) as "one who loses everything that is
given to him." The Hebrew words for "everything that" -- kol mah -also translate as "all the what"; "what" (mah) is a Kabbalistic term
for the soul's capacity for receptiveness and self-abnegation. On the
spiritual level, a "fool" is one who loses all the mah that has been
given him -- a person whose self-absorption prevents him from being
receptive to all that is greater and loftier than his present
comprehension and experience.
This is the "between man and G-d" significance of the laws that deal
with the recovery of lost objects. Even after we have cleansed our
souls of the blatantly destructive traits enumerated in the "First
Gate," we must labor to recover our lost mah and resolve the internal
dissonance that occurs when our ego obstructs our spiritual

development.
Bava Metzia also includes the laws of the "Four Guardians": the unpaid
guardian, the paid guardian, the borrower, and the renter. These laws
define the degree of responsibility that each guardian has toward the
object entrusted to his care as it relates to the amount of benefit he
derives from his guardianship. As applied to our internal lives, the
laws of the "Four Guardians" describe four types of spiritual
personalities who vary in the degree of "reward" they expect in return
for their toil to improve G-d's world and the corresponding degree of
"responsibility" they must assume for the hazards of life (see here).
The Partner
Our sages tell us that "in the manner in which man measures himself,
so is it meted out to him." In other words, G-d leaves it to us to
define our vision of life and our relationship with Him, and then
relates to us accordingly. Indeed, there are three general ways in
which a person may perceive the labor of life: as a slave, as an
employee, or as a partner.
One might see himself as the slave of an autocratic master. I didn't
ask to be born, goes this line of thinking, nor was I consulted when
the laws of life were formulated. All this was imposed on me. As the
Talmud puts it, "Against your will you are born, and against your will
you die." My master is all-powerful, so I had best carry out His
commands.
Or one might adopt the more involved attitude of the employee. I have
a job to do, says this approach, and I'll give it my best effort. And
has G-d not promised to reward my toil? A vision of life as a job is
expressed by the Talmudic sage Rabbi Tarfon in the second chapter of
Ethics of the Fathers: "The day is short, the work is much, the
workers are lazy, the reward is great, and the Master is pressing...
It is not incumbent upon you to finish the task, but neither are you
free to absolve yourself from it. If you have learned much Torah, you
will be greatly rewarded, and your Employer is trustworthy to pay you
the reward of your labors."
Finally, one can experience life as a partnership with G-d. True, we
are "slaves" in the sense that we acknowledge G-d's absolute mastery
over us, and we are "employees" in the sense that He has defined our

life's assignment and has promised to reward our labor. But we have
been granted the ability to elevate the toil of life into a
partnership with our Creator. In the words of our sages, "A judge who
judges a case with complete truthfulness... becomes a partner with G-d
in creation"; "One who prays on the eve of Shabbat and recites
Vayechulu ... becomes a partner with G-d in creation."
As G-d's partners, we develop our self and world in accordance with
the divine will not only because we must, nor merely to "do our job,"
but as an intensely personal enterprise. Life becomes our joint
venture with G-d -- a venture conceived and enabled by Him but fueled
by our own initiative and ambition.
The spiritual version of the "Final Gate" describes this venture. As
in any joint enterprise, there is a need for "walls" that delineate
the terms of the partnership; the domain of each partner must be
defined, as well as his rights and responsibilities. These walls are
of several types: some are wholly divine institutions ("uncut
stones"); others are products of man's development of divinely
provided resources ("brick").
But while these walls divide and define, they are not divisive walls.
There are no saboteurs in this relationship (as in the "First Gate"),
nor even benign conflict (as in the more spiritually mature "Second
Gate"). Rather, they are uniting walls, whose joint construction
galvanizes our relationship with G-d and imparts meaning and
fulfillment to our lives.

National Scroll of Honor
Presented by the president and the Congress of rite United States of America in tribute to the
vision and spiritual world leadership provided by the Lubavitcher Rebbe Rabbi Menachem
Mendel Schneerson
on the occasion of his reaching the Eightieth Year
Whereas, the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem M. Schneerson, has reached the eightieth
year of his life which is devoted to the service of world Jewry and humanity in general; and
Whereas, his venerated vision, wisdom and leadership have contributed greatly to the
promotion of education and the betterment of mankind ; and
Whereas, the President and both houses of Congress of the United States of America have
accordingly recognized his accomplishments by proclaiming "Education day- U.S.A." and
"National Day of Reflection" on his birthday; and
Whereas, the Lubavitcher movement, through its scores of educational centers in this country
and abroad, dedicates itself to preserve, protect and foster universal values that all free men
hold dear; now, therefore, be it
Resolved, on the occasion of his birthday, March 25, 1983 corresponding to the 11th of Nissan
5743, we the undersigned do present the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel
Schneerson the Natioual Scroll of Honor recognizing his brilliant achievements and wishing
him health, long life and many more years of leadership to crown his celebrated career:
Ronald Reagan
The President of the United States

were you paying attention...?
1.What are some things to look out for about animals?
2.Name some of the texts that we spoke about in
regards to how we must have animal compassion.
3.What are some basic reasons for civil law, and what
can we do practically to make them more in line with
the Seven Noahide Laws?
4.Any ideas why we are not obligated to be
vegetarians?

